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Why Do You Do What You Do?

This question is a central theme to what we ask our students to contemplate as they apply to college. Answered well, this question will tell of obstacles overcome, beliefs challenged, periods of personal growth, and backgrounds that are central to an individual.

Don’t miss this inspirational deep dive into the motivation that fuels members of our profession. In this session, our panel will fearlessly share their personal stories of inspiration in a Ted-Talk like format. Their stories of college access and completion are compelling reminders of the impact we can make in the lives of young people.
Why Do You Do What You Do?

Moderator: Sonia Ryan, Saint Mary’s College High School

Presenters: Eva Blanco Masias, Santa Clara University
Valencia Valentine Hamman, La Jolla Country Day School
Michele Brock, College of the Sequoias
Jessie Ryan, The Campaign for College Opportunity
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